APPLICATION FOR GREEK CHAPTER OF THE YEAR AWARD

Each chapter will be responsible for providing, in writing, an accurate and complete description of what their fraternity or sorority has achieved throughout the academic year. Applications should be no more than five (5) pages in length. Areas to be addressed in the application should include, but not necessarily limited to the following:

SCHOLARSHIP

*Chapter scholarship programming
*Chapter semester GPA for the past two semesters
*Chapter and individual academic honors and achievements

COMMUNITY SERVICE

*List of chapter projects for the past year
*Describe what chapter did and number of members involved
*Number of members involved in volunteer programs and other philanthropic work outside chapter projects (List programs involved in)

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

*List the educational programs sponsored by the chapter this year. Describe each briefly indicating the number of chapter members participating.

CAMPUSS ACTIVITIES

*Members on non-Greek committees and recognized campus organizations. List organizations and names of members from chapter involved; also include any leadership positions held.
*Intramural sports: List sports the chapter is involved in, number of members involved in the respective sport, placement, and league.

GREEK ACTIVITIES

*Participation in Greek wide activities. List activity, number of members involved from chapter.
*Panhellenic and Interfraternity Council positions
*Sponsorship of activities which foster Greek unity